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On a daily basis we are influenced by the curious 
world and diverse creatures around us. By electric 
imagery popping off the pages of our favourite 
magazines, sounds that permeate through our 
speakers and visuals that speak to our offbeat 
sense of self. It is a rhythmic cycle that never 
ceases; a creative manifestation of the senses that 
assimilates these influences and transforms them 
into something that challenges, stimulates and 
immerses its audience. 

While some people prefer to conform to the 
industry’s standard, Teeth values the significance 
of being out-of-the-ordinary. By taking risks and 
challenging ourselves, we Black Sheep can build 
a platform of extraordinary talent that inspires, 

Editor’s 
Letter

shifts the perception of being different and keeps 
readers on their toes.

In this Black Sheep issue, we ask you to flip 
through these pages, embrace our visually 
intoxicating society of artists and relish in the 
extraordinary talent that we’ve hand-selected for 
your pleasure. In order help you to navigate 
efficiently through this delicious first issue, we’ve 
broken down the kaleidoscope of content into 
thematic chapters that touch on art, music and 
fashion.
Now, open wide and take a bite.

Devin Duckworth
Editor-in-ChiefBy tyler spanglerBy dinosaraus
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burno uts
by Jacob Spriggs
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serena
by Aliester Meek

original photographs Allen Henson
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decalcom ania
by Dinosaraus
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str anger things
by Georgia Bayliss
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dirt y daydrea ms
by Emma Sobota
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Pat Grossi 
is an 
electronic 
powerhouse 
sent from the 
musical gods. 
Classified 
under the 
one-man 
moniker 
Active Child, 
he makes his 
way through 
our audible 
landscape 
and graces 
our ears with 
gorgeous 
rhythms and 
sound.

interview by Devin Duckworth

active
   child
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Trained by singing in choirs as a young boy, 
Grossi’s stripped-down and unprecedented falsetto, 
complemented by spectacular harp instrumentals and 
electronic soundscapes, is stimulating in a way that can 
only be described as spiritual. He takes you to a higher 
sense of self with an angelic voice that could heal you 
through the darkest of days, while his lyrics rouse the 
mind and pierce your soul from every facet.

Teeth caught up with Pat Grossi between albums to 
discuss new music, collaborations, life-changing albums, 
and the importance of reconnecting with the music of 
your past.

What was the inspiration behind your 2013 release, Rapor, 
and why did you decide to release it as an EP instead of a 
full-length album?
Rapor  was partly inspired by my time out on the road, while I 
was touring my first album. I came home from a long run of 
shows and I was pretty exhausted mentally and physically.  
But playing all of them had changed my mindset dramatically.  
I found myself suddenly wanting to write music that had a 
much faster tempo, harder hitting drums and synths. I kept 
envisioning being on stage for the next run, and I wanted 
to bring the audience a more diverse array of emotion and 
movement. But, inevitably after writing a few tracks along 
those lines, I fell back into what I think is most sincerely me, 
songs like “Silhouette” and “Evening Ceremony”. I wrote a 
lot of music in that period, but in the end there was sort of a 
mishmash of ideas and nothing cohesive. The tracks on the EP 
fit together in my head, and there just wasn't an album yet.

Think back to 2012 – what was your initial reaction the 
first time you listened to Ellie Goulding’s reinterpretation 
of “Hanging On”? Did this influence your collaboration 
for “Silhouette”?
I can remember a big smile coming on my face; one of 
those you don't know is there until your face starts to ache 
a bit. I thought it was really great, but it's always a little 
uncomfortable listening to someone sing a song you wrote. 
Sort of like when you were younger and you'd spend the night 
at a friend’s house and borrow their clothes, it just always felt 
weird. But Ellie covering it definitely put the idea in my head 
for a future collaboration, and when I first wrote the melody 
for the chorus on “Silhouette” I could hear her voice hitting 
those notes in my head.

“Evening Ceremony” is a hauntingly beautiful and 
cinematic song found on The Host soundtrack. Since 
you’ve worked a little in that world, do you see yourself 
composing more music for film in the future?
Thank you, but to be fair I wrote that one for a future release 
and it just so happened that they really loved it. Sort of how 
these films work I think, sometimes for bigger artists they'll 
throw a budget your way to record for the film specifically 

and in my case they just reached out and asked if I had any 
new music. But I did spend months composing music for an 
Australian film in the spring of last year which I really enjoyed 
doing. In the end the director and I didn't see eye to eye on 
the music and we went our separate ways, but I wrote some 
really special little pieces during that period which I think will 
become part of a future release at some point. I hope to do 
more film scoring in the future.

What are some of your favourite films?
I love film almost as much as music, so my list is dense. But 
some that come to mind are T he Godfather, E dward Scissorhands, 
Black Orpheus, Rear Window, The Shining (Wendy Carlos and 
Penderecki's score has always inspired me), D ancer in the Dark, 
The Holy Mountain, Fargo, Goonies, La Dolce Vita,  the list goes on.

Your music evokes a rather dark mood, but your voice 
adds a sense of lightness, giving the whole piece a 
delicate balance somewhere in the middle. 
I think in real life I am very separate from my music. I meet 
people who know my music first and after spending some 
time together they almost always say, “I didn't expect you to 
be who you are”. It always catches me off guard a little, but it 
also makes sense. I guess, for me, writing gives me a chance to 
sort of dive into that other self, my subconscious, and dig out 
my fears, anxieties, hopes and thoughts on life as I see it. The 
music almost always comes first, before words or vocals. I’ll sit 
and play with different progressions until something strikes, and 
usually the darker, more melancholy sounds resonates most.

What is your process when it comes to creating an album?
There's no real process with me. I wake every morning and 
write as much as I can.  That's been the best approach for me, 
throw paint at the wall and see what sticks. Once I have a few 
ideas that I can draw lines between, the path becomes clearer as 
far as instrumentation and context.

How do you maintain a distinction between the albums 
that you create?
I think that distinction seems to happen naturally. There's 
usually a good gap of time between releases and each 
time I come back to write music I have new sounds and 
experiences that inspire me. I'm always pushing myself to 
approach writing from different angles and pushing my voice 
in different directions, and production decisions have a big 
impact. But that said, I only have one full length out, so I've 
still got a lot of work to do.

You seem to be one of a number of artists who 
incorporates a resurgence of, what I would call, an ‘80s 
sound’. I understand you cite one of your influences as 
Tears for Fears. What does that ‘sound’ mean to you, why 
is it so popular right now, and why has it resurfaced in 
such a meaningful way?
That ‘sound’ resonates with me on so many levels it’s hard to 
really put my finger on what it is exactly. I think a big part 
of it is me reconnecting with the music I absorbed before I 
knew I was really listening to music. Records that my parents 
played around me when I was still very young. I can remember 
watching the opening sequence of  The Neverending Story  and 
just being completely captivated with the music, rewinding my  
VCR to hear it over and over again. I can remember watching 
C hariots of Fire  for the first time and feeling overwhelmed with 
emotion when that main Vangelis theme comes in. It was 
strange to see so many artists at the same time as me expressing 
those same memories in their music. It’s beyond me how 
musical movements like that happen. I want to compare it to 
the resurgence of fashion trends but that cheapens it in some 
way. It's never been a trend for me. I think for a long time that 
era of music was sort of a joke to a lot of people, but there is so 
much more to the sounds, there's a depth and warmth that is 
hard to find in other instruments. 
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“the greatest pleasure for me 
comes when I write something 
new. That moment when my voice 
and the music comes together 
in the most unexpected and 
beautiful way. I love that”

What are two emotions that can always be found at the 
root of your music?
Pensiveness and serenity. Or at least I'd like to think that.

What is the best advice you’ve ever received and who did 
it come from?
"Trust your gut". My dad told me that early on and it's always 
stuck with me.

When you are touring, do you prefer small, intimate 
venues or expansive, festival settings?
Somewhere in between I think would be my ideal. Festivals are 
tough, it’s usually complete chaos, and really small intimate 
venues can sometimes make you feel like you're on display like 
a painting on a wall. I prefer a medium-sized room where I 
have the freedom to both disappear and reappear. 

Out of all the places that you’ve travelled and performed, 
which location have you had the most emotional 
reverence for and how did this connection come about?
London has always been a special place for me. Music 
journalists there were the first to really write about my music 
and I played some of my first shows there, way before I had 
any business being on a stage. And since then they've continued 
to support me every time I come back. It feels great to be 
respected by a city that has so much musical history.

What brings you the greatest pleasure, musically and 
otherwise?
I find great pleasure and inspiration in nature. I spend a lot of 
my time off hiking and traveling. But the greatest pleasure for 
me comes when I write something new. That moment when 
my voice and the music comes together in the most unexpected 
and beautiful way. I love that.

What’s the most meaningful lyric you’ve ever written?
The lyrics on the song “You Are All I See” still resonate with 
me. Lyrics are tough; I'm always fighting with words.

List three life  changing albums that have inspired and 
defined you as a human being and an artist.
1. Peter Gabriel  – S o
2. Sufjan Stevens  – I llinoise
3. Björk – H omogenic

If you could sample or cover any song in your next 
album what would it be and why?
“Grandma’s Hands” by Bill Withers has always cut me deep. 
The grandmother described in the song isn't a whole lot like 
either of mine, but the simplicity and pace of the song is so 
incredibly beautiful I've always wanted to cover it. That or 
“Pyramid Song” by Radiohead. Or “The Seer’s Tower” by 
Sufjan Stevens. Or a thousand other songs.

Since this interview, Active Child has released his 
sophomore LP, Mercy, via Vagrant Records.
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Mahaut 
Mondino
interview by Devin Duckworth
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Daughter of French fashion photographer 
and music video director, Jean-Baptiste 
Mondino, Mahaut was born into a realm 
of creativity and flourished, attracting the 
attention of Yves Saint Laurent and L’Oreal 
with her tastefully crafted, genre-bending 
sound. Scanning through her archive of 
releases, it’s clear that Mondino’s vibrant 
aesthetic reflects a different era of both past 
and the future, creating a visionary quality 
that many artists only dream of tapping in to.

With all of the intrigue and hype that 
Mondino has received from her single and 
video for the addicting “Voodoo Me”, it 
seemed only necessary that we get the inside 
scoop from the artist herself. From this chat, 
one thing became certain: only the best is yet 
to come from this Parisian goddess and we 
are on the edge of our seats in anticipation  
of what’s next. 

             Describe your childhood and growing up 
with a father so heavily involved in the 
fashion and music industry.
As a child I was not aware of my father’s 
recognition in the art world. Like any of my 
friends’ dads, he would leave for work in the 
morning and come back in the evening for 
dinner with some occasional business trips.  
More than just his work, I remember feeling 
like people enjoyed my father’s company for 
his personality. He was (and still is) the kind 
of person everybody wanted to sit next to at 
dinners. My parents would take me everywhere 
with them, from photo shoots to fashion 
shows and dinners. However, they managed to 
maintain a very humble and simple environment 
for me and my brother to grow up in. I believe  
I had a normal childhood and education.

Did his involvement in music and fashion 
influence you – if so, how? Were there any 
defining moments that lead you to become a 
singer/songwriter?
Growing up my father would play music at home 
constantly. All day I would hear artists such as 
Al Green, James Brown, Sly & The Family Stone, 
Prince, and Etta James. R&B and Soul has always 
been a part of my life.

Image also ended up being a major element 
in my work. To me, visual and sound cannot be 
separated. My father still influences me and is 
always the first to send me the hottest new things.

What were your inspirations for the 
Cacharel ‘Amor Amor’ and ‘Forbidden 
Kiss’ perfume commercials? You were still in 
your teens, what was that experience like?
The Cacharel songs were my first real 
experiences in music. First studio, first 
collaboration, first compositions. I was shy, but 
the producer Mirwais did a great job and helped 
me a lot.

Those songs were written to suit the 
commercials, so the inspirations were the 
emotions and messages in the commercials; 
the brand’s identity. Working for a commercial 
didn’t allow me the same expression that I 
present in my own music, but it opened a lot of 
doors for me.

How was your experience working with 
Supreme Cuts? How did this relationship 
transpire?
I have never met Supreme Cuts. We Skyped once, 
they told me what kind of vibe they wanted and 
then I recorded my vocals in my bedroom in Paris. 
It worked well creatively as it went very smoothly 
and fast. I hope to meet them in person some day.

You performed at last years SXSW, any 
crazy stories from the show or other 
performances?
I played a showcase South By South Woof that 
only dogs were invited to. It was at a no kill animal 
shelter in Austin and  Young & Sick and Ryan 
Hemsworth joined me. I am now the biggest thing 
in the dog community since the Baha Men.

How did you get involved in making music for 
Yves Saint Laurent? Will you be working on 
more fashion oriented projects in the future?
My father had directed the new YSL ‘La 
Parisenne’ commercial. I had recorded a cover 
of Etta James’ “Trust In Me” shortly before. The 
brand wanted a soulful song for the commercial 
and asked my dad if I had anything they could 
use. We played them the cover and they kept it.

I would love to do more things for fashion,  
I feel comfortable in this industry.

Describe your personal style.
I like to think of myself as Mata Hari and Shabba 
Rank’s long lost child. 

Dubbed France’s answer to FKA Twigs, 
Mahaut Mondino summons us into 
an irresistible world where music, 
fashion and art fuse together in a 
bold and captivating manner. From the 
depths of her vocals to her arousing 
visual aptitude for styling and 
cinematography, her inherent creative 
strengths spark the senses and keep 
audiences intrigued, begging for more.
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Who are your favourite designers right now?
Azzedine Alaia because he understands 
a woman’s body and curves. He also has 
incomparable class. Alexandre Vauthier’s taste is 
sexy, classy and modern. Dolce & Gabbana for 
my glamorous Italian origins. Karl Lagerfeld 
because he has successfully kept and continues to 
push the iconic style of Chanel.

What is one thing you can’t live without?
Family.

What is your process when it comes to 
creating an album?
There’s no rule. It’s a mix of my personal work 
and collaborations. I try to not overthink it but 
still keep a unity between the songs.

In only three words, what can we expect 
from your next album?
You. Will. See.

If you could cover any song what would it  
be and why?
“Strokin”’ by Clarence Carter because it’s 
undeniably a great song.

List the top three life changing albums that 
have inspired and defined you as a human 
being and an artist.
1. Let’s Get Ready  by Mystikal. My first hip  hop love.
2. Come  by Prince. It is not known to be his best, 
but it was the first one I listened to. 
3. ΛΛLIYΛH  by Aaliyah. R&B at its best.

When I think about it, I discovered everyone 
of them in my dad’s car.

What brings you the greatest pleasure both 
musically and otherwise?
The feeling of a successfully achieved work.

What is the most meaningful lyric you have 
ever written?
“When she falls all she wants is to go higher and 
higher”. I fall a lot.

What’s next for 2015?
More releases, more work and more fun.
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Countless musicians spend years grappling 
with the desire to craft a signature style 
without having to compromise their artistic 
integrity. So, to see someone produce 
work that’s instantly distinguishable and 
consistent in its sound is highly atypical; 
yet, this is exactly what happens on Ghost 
Culture’s self-titled debut.

Before becoming Ghost Culture, James 
Greenwood (no relation to the other famous 
musical Greenwoods) was working as a studio 
engineer on other people’s albums, including 
Daniel Avery’s breakout, Drone Logic. It was 
actually Avery that brought Greenwood’s work to 
producer Erol Alkan’s attention, who then released 
the Ghost Culture LP on his Phantasy label. 

GHost
Culture
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

It has to be noted that the majority of Ghost 
Culture’s album feels quite nostalgic, but it’s more 
like nostalgia for something that never happened. 
Fortunately, the Portuguese have a word for the 
feeling – saudade.  
With its woozy organs and uneven tempo, 
Greenwood delivers a grimy lounge sound that 
gives us serious saudade about that time we sat 
in a bathtub with pearls strung around our neck, 
crying with mascara smudges streaming down our 
face, high ball in hand, cigarette in the other. 

Ghost Culture proves to be an appropriate 
moniker, as he shapes an intimate and seemingly 
familiar space that pulls the listener in close and 
leaves them with chills, as his melodies linger long 
after the track is over.
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Much like their architectural counterparts, 
CATHEDRALS’ music can easily be 
described as grand and splendorous – 
the kind of work that unites masses. San 
Francisco’s Brodie Jenkins and Johnny 
Hwin started an internet frenzy when they 
debuted their first single “Unbound” (dubbed 
a “pop song of biblical proportions” by 
NYC/London’s Neon Gold Records) and 
the spotlight only grew with their follow 
up, “Harlem”. The songs have brought 
instant, unanimous acclaim from music 
media outlets as well as comparisons to 
many esteemed acts, though even the most 
ardent internet stalking results in little 
information about the enigmatic duo – until 
now. Teeth had the opportunity to chat with 
CATHEDRALS and get an insight into how 
they formed, their future plans, and the 
origin of their fresh and enchanting sound. 
teeth  How was it that the two of you met 
and formed CATHEDRALS?

brodie J ohnny and I had gone to the same college 
(Stanford) but never crossed paths somehow. We 
met several years post college through a mutual 
friend, Tommy Leep, who we like to call the 

“godfather”. I think we were both a bit skeptical 
when we first met, having never made music 
together. But our guards fell pretty quickly, and 
we wrote our first song within a few hours that 
night! The rest is history!

johnny  I remember one afternoon I was 
catching up with Tommy and played him some 
demos. I had just wrapped up playing bass with 
one of Blackbird Blackbird’s first tours and was 
sketching out a bunch of ideas trying to feel out 
a style and direction for a solo project. After a 
couple songs Tommy lit up and said, “You have 
to meet my friend Brodie”.  That was just a few 
years ago.

teeth  Y our single“Unbound”took off like 
crazy! (Within the first week of its release, 
the song garnered over 100k plays on 
Soundcloud and hit #1 on Hype Machine.) 
What kinds of opportunities has that opened 
up for the two of you?

johnny  Y ou spend so much time honing your 
sound in quasi-isolation that you forget there’s a 
whole community of music lovers out there who 
often find themselves in the business first and 
foremost because they love music. Having the 
music out there and getting fortunate enough to 
have some measure of exposure has been an 
awesome opportunity for us to connect with other 
musicians and producers whom we admire in 
addition to folks at labels etc working to push the 
industry forward. And then at some point you 
become friends and start working together and 

C
AT

HED
RALS

interview by Kasia Pawlowska
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People are calling Courtney Barnett 
a slacker and I don’t understand it. 
Melbourne-based Barnett’s reputation has 
been growing steadily since 2012 when she 
released her first EP, I’ve Got A Friend Called 
Emily Ferrison, off the label she ran out of 
her bedroom, and the singer-songwriter-
guitarist has been keeping busy ever since. 
Since then, she’s joined NYC’s Mom+Pop 
Music family and continues to garner 
attention and make music, releasing The 
Double EP: A Sea of Split Peas on London’s 
House Anxiety/Marathon label. 

Okay, so about the thing that really 
matters: the music. It’s fuckin’ awesome. On 
“Avant Gardener” Barnett speak sings over a 
lazy, surf rocky guitar and intuitive drumming 

provided by her backing band (hilariously named 
The Courtney Barnetts) weaving a tale that 
evokes the still drunk kind of rambling you do 
with your friends at brunch. She has the uncanny 
ability to sing about ordinary things in a way 
that renders them fresh and interesting. Take 
“Medical Mishaps” for example: “I take a hit from 
/ An asthma puffer / I do it wrong / I was never 
good at smoking bongs / I’m not that good at 
breathing in”. It’s cool, Courtney, no worries.

The upbeat garage-pop sound of album 
favourite, “History Eraser”, coupled with Barnett’s 
whip-smart lyrics and seemingly indifferent 
delivery, fuse together to create an idontgiveashit 
90s grunge vibe. The energy of the album really 
carries across, making you want to bang your 
head and thrash around in your best flannel 
wherever you find yourself to be wishing your 
new friend crush, Courtney Barnett, was there 
next to you.

courtney
barnett
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

“One of the 
things I'm 
really trying 
to internalize 
is that a lot 
of this stuff 
takes time”

building your team and, whereas the first song 
was just us in solitude shooting in the dark, 
everything moving forward now feels like it has a 
support system, a crew of collaborators working 
with us on various pieces of the project because 
they genuinely love the music. It is so cool all the 
ways in which music brings people together.’ 

teeth B rodie, I know that you have another 
musical project, Ghost and Gale, and that 
Johnny has toured with Blackbird Blackbird 
in the past. How have these projects 
influenced your work together? The intro of 
“Unbound” sounds a bit like a faster version 
of Blackbird Blackbird’s “All”.

brodie O ur musical backgrounds have had a 
big influence on our sound. In “Unbound”, for 
example, there’s this kind of acoustic-meets-
electronic. But we also bring a bunch of other 
influences and ideas. I pull from R&B and jazz, 
and Johnny from rock music.

johnny B lackbird Blackbird has been a huge 
influence on the production.The first time I heard 
“Pure” on Hype Machine, I remember digging 
through Mikey’s entire first EP for hours. Literally 
the next day over lunch with my buddy Will from 

Yours Truly, I told him I was obsessed and on 
the spot he introduced us over email. I had been 
a songwriter for years on piano and guitar, and 
had dabbled in making beats in college but 
playing with Mikey and collaborating together 
on various tracks really inspired me to go 
deeper in my electronic production. Probably 
one of the most important and serendipitous 
experiences of my life.

teeth  From some internet stalking, I see 
that the two of you have been in the studio 
recently working on some new tracks. Do 
you have a tentative album release date?

brodie R ight now it’s all nose to the grind stone. 
We have so much music in the works. Our focus 
right now is writing and finishing these songs.

johnny  One of the things I’m really trying to 
internalize is that a lot of this stuff takes time. 
We’ve been sitting on so much material for so 
long. “Unbound” was a demo on my SoundCloud 
a year before we released it! I’m always oscillating 
between the desire to get it out and the patience 
to get it right. All we can really say is we’re going 
to release some more tracks and then a collection 
in some form in the near future.
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When you hear about crowdsurfing and 
hip hop collaborations, the rightfully 
cringeworthy genre of rap/rock likely 
comes to mind. What probably does not 
come to mind is a jazz trio from Toronto, 
unless you’re already familiar with 
BadBadNotGood, that is. Mathew Tavares, 
Alexander Sowinski and Chester Hansen met 
while studying jazz at Humber College and 
bonded over their interest in hip hop. After 
their Odd Future-inspired piece was turned 
away by their instructors at school, the trio 
released the track on YouTube where Tyler, 
The Creator noticed it, and the rest is history.

badbad
notgood
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

Yung Lean and Kelela fans – and really anyone 
who’s into soulful, breathless R&B – will welcome 
Corbin’s (formerly known as Spooky Black) 
sound even if they feel a bit awkward admitting it. 
Could it be because his songs are unquestionably 
sexual in their nature despite the fact that he’s 
still a teenager? (I feel like we have to give that 
disclaimer). Nonetheless, Corbin creates an 
atmosphere that’s comparable to How To Dress 
Well and Holy Other with poignant lyrics that 
probably aren’t the best goto if you’re going 
through a breakup – unless you’re walling in your 
misery masochism. 

Very much the product of the internet, 
Corbin gained popularity with his trademark 

throwback videos where the artist can be seen in 
nature settings looking pensive and disaffected, or 
lounging on a white couch sporting a matching 
dorag. It’s hard to tell whether this image is a 
brilliant marketing ploy or simply what teens do 
in Minnesota, but nevertheless, it has us paying 
attention and we’re not the only ones. Shlohmo 
and D33J worked on his single “Worn”, a song 
that captures the sincerity in his voice and 
emphasizes his silky delivery. Not to mention DJ 
Khaled’s influence is noted on the track in – wait 
for it – “DJ Khaled Is My Father”.  

Whatever genre he ultimately chooses, the 
future of Corbin’s voice remains a question, and 
everyone is listening for the answer.

Corbin
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

The release of III marks their first totally 
original effort, and it’s arranged masterfully. The 
tracks are ordered in deliberate sequence, giving 
the listener a brief overview of what’s going to 
be covered on the first track, “Triangle”, and 
getting more comprehensive and in-depth with 
impeccable bass lines and crisp, pounding drums 
as the album progresses.

The days of collaborating aren’t numbered 
by any means. The trio worked on the highly 
acclaimed LP, Sour Soul, with Wu-Tang 
heavyweight Ghostface Killah, and it seems as 
though they’ll only continue to be more and 
more sought after. It makes sense, really, that hip 
hop and jazz would blend well together (well, 
maybe not on the surface, but both genres rely on 
improvisation and jazz samples are often used on 
hip hop albums). By utilising the swagger of hip 
hop and melting it into their sets with seamless 
key progressions, the guys from BadBadNotGood 
can be credited with making jazz relevant to the 
Reddit generation.
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For the most part, Chelou has been living up 
to his stage name (French slang for “shady”) 
and not in the we -dug- up- mugshots -of- 
him way, but in the much -about -him -is -
-unknown way. We do know that he taught 
himself how to play guitar and that he can’t 
read music, but what we found even more 
impressive was that he got a degree without 
owning a computer. (I wonder if The Beatles 
would have been able to do that?)

The release of his first EP,  T he Quiet, h as 
generated a lot of excitement and anticipation 
in the online music community, and with good 
reason. Sounding like a part- Chet Faker, part-
early 2000s freak folk, Chelou has us hooked.

With his ambient, pared down guitar that 
seems to draw inspiration from downtempo 
leading the way, Chelou’s dreamy melodies and 
evocative voice become wholly entrancing.

For all of the Cat Power fans out there 
waiting in vain for another You Are Free: stop 
playing those delusional games and take a listen 
to Chelou cause he has the fix you need.

CHELOU
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

Arca is one of those artists that emerged 
from the ether and became omnipresent 
while you were deciding whether or not to 
get pepperoni on your pizza. Just like that, it 
seems, music heads could be heard name-
dropping his production credits (including 
songs on Kanye’s Yeezus and FKA Twigs’ 
EP2). Even Björk has enlisted his talents in 
writing some of her material.

So who is the guy responsible for all the 
hype? Born Alejandro Ghersi, Arca is a London-
based/Venezuelan-born/NYU-educated/DJ-
producer-extraordinare. His debut album, Xen, has 
been praised by even the most critical outlets, and 
there’s good reason.

Like a relationship that you can’t let go 
of, X en  is both enthralling and frustrating. On 
“Slit Thru”, one of the only tracks where you 

feel like you know what’s next (you know it! 
you’re ready!), you’re proven wrong seconds later 
when the reggaeton beat disintegrates into a few 
forsaken pulses. This album is perfectly suited to 
go along with a futuristic science lab montage 
sequence, and if you need further proof of that, 
then check out the title track’s video, directed 
by Jesse Kanda. X en  is like a mix of every genre 
you’ve ever heard arranged in a way that makes 
it very difficult to hold onto. It can’t be forced. It 
needs to permeate the lining of your subconscious 
organically. After a few listens you begin to 
appreciate the complete overhaul. It’s what I 
imagine regrowing a new limb would be like if I 
had the ability to do that.

ARCA
Words by Kasia Pawlowska
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evenings
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

We should start by thanking Chet Faker who, 
despite his covers and knockoff name, has a truly 
distinct style that we cannot get enough  
of.  We would also like to thank him for bringing 
awareness to other artists with a similar sound, 
and for allowing to use him as a touchstone. 
Thanks, Chet! 

Now that that’s out of the way, let’s talk 
about Whilk & Misky. No, we haven’t been 
drinking – you read that correctly. With this 
duo what you see is what you get: they cowrite 
all of their songs, with Whilk (Nima) handling 
the production and Misky (Charlie) on vocals, 
resulting in a very pure final product.

Whilk & Misky encompass a peculiar 
realm that’s something between a hip lounge 
and a hoedown – a sound you never knew you 
craved until hearing these two. In addition to the 

WHILK & MISKY
Words by Kasia Pawlowska

aforementioned Chet Faker, you can pick up on 
traces of alt-J in their music, especially the reverb-
friendly dub folk element. The song “Darklands” 
serves as a perfect example of this. 

Their first EP, The First Sip, has already 
become a hot commodity in their London base 
– a fact that’s easy to understand as every single 
incites desire for more of the same. With songs like 
“Love Lost” and “Babe I’m Yours” already hitting 
hard on several Teeth mixtapes, this duo delivers 
track after track of solid greatness that forces 
you to keep playing it over and over, maybe even 
enough to make your Spotify feed private (we’re 
speaking from personal experience on this one).

Confession: sometimes we want our music tastes 
to come across as very complex and different in 
the “you just don’t understand” kind of way – and 
sometimes that’s just the truth! But oftentimes 
those albums that have become favorites took a 
lot of time and repetition in order to carve their 
way into our skull and quite frankly, we’re far 
too busy for that kind of effort and struggle every 
time. So allow us to present to you, Evenings: 
music that’s very easy to get into. 

Evenings is the work of Virginia native 
Nathan Broaddus who created a substantial 
amount of the material on his first full length 
release Yore in his college dorm. Evenings’ brand 
of ambient electronica lends itself to reflection 
and introspection – like a post-yoga glow. 

“Friend (Lover)” is a standout; a blissed-out track 
reminiscent of Boards of Canada with a hint of 
Mount Kimbie, while the Eastern influence on 
“Favorite Maze” makes you feel as though you’re 
waking up and breaking through the fog in a 
Miyazaki film. 

Evenings is an ideal choice for soul 
recharging as you blankly stare out a window on 
your commute home. Alternatively, it can carry 
you through the freshening up stages as you get 
ready for a night out on the town. Either way, 
you’ll be playing these tunes no matter what 
mood you’re in.
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III
fashion



night
   moves

Photographer 
donald gjoka

Stylist 
daria cimoroni & 
oana cilibiu

Hair 
claudio orazi

Make-Up 
claudia malavasi

Model  
amanda moreno 
at monster
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Coat & Tank Top annie p
Skirt marco grisolia

Décolleté melis yildiz

Clutch paula cadematori
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Cape raoul

Heels melis yildiz

Earrings giuliana mancinelli 
bonafaccia



Trench annie p
Long Sleeved Shirt &   
Trousers ivories

Hat federica moretti handmade

Bag m’anurina
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Dress antonio marras

Entire look sunnei

Backpack barbara bonner



Dress chiara baschieri

Boots greymer

Bag paula cademartori
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THE 
LOVE-
CATS

Photographer françois pragnère Styling benjamin droscher & céline mortier

Make-up ryota takaishi Hair rimi ura Models paul & weronika at new madison

Him & Her. all ‘70s vintage
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Him. all ‘70s vintage
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Jackets vintage levi’s
Jeans vintage céline
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Left. all ‘70s vintage

Above. Him. Jeans vintage levi’s
Her. Jeans vintage céline

Right. Jacket vintage levi’s
Jeans vintage céline
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Him & Her. all ‘70s vintage
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IT 
GIRL,
RAG 
DOLL

Photography and Styling camilla sverdrup-thygeson 
Hair delphine bonnet using bumble and bumble

Make-Up athena paginton using mac cosmetics

Model maxine at anti-agency 
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Jacket anne-sofie madsen

Trousers martina spetlova



Top and Trousers antipodium

Shoes steve madden
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Top antipodium
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Top antipdoium

Skirt ming pin tien

Shoes steve madden

Top palmer//harding
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 Jacket anne-sofie madsen

Trousers martina spetlova

 Shoes ming pin tien
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   SHADES 
 OF 
  COOL

Photographer tiffany dawn nicholson Stylist nicholas 
whitehouse Hair Stylist matthew tuozzoli Make-Up claudia lake

Model chelsea wichmann at women management

Jacket lacoste

Shirt cg

Socks stylists own
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Left. Denim Top pola 
thomason

Denim Pants pola thomson

Sandals 5.31 jerome 

Right. Jacket lacoste

Shirt cg

Socks stylists own
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Jacket pola thomson

Shorts richards

Shoes see by chloe

Knee Highs stylists own
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 MID-
      NIGHT
  SOULS         

Photography lindsay hamlyn Stylist margot robinson 
Make-Up lena gehrig Model beata at louisa models 

All Garments by marcel ostertag
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DARKLANDS

Photography nuala swan Styling molly sheridan Hair molly sheridan using bumble and bumble  
Make-Up molly sheridan using mac Model kathleen at superior

Top staysick

Jacket obscure couture



Top lime blonde

Dress staysick
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Jumper obscure couture
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Top staysick 
Cardigan staysick    
Leggings obscure couture



Coat obscure couture

Top staysick

Skirt obscure couture

Scarf & Boots stylists own

Rings Bekki churcher
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Photographer daria kobayashi ritch Stylist mecca cox 
Model tova thomas at vision la 

Top, Pants, Earrings céline
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Above. Top, Earrings céline

Right. Overalls alice mccall  
Top vintage 
Earrings céline

Far Right. Jacket balenciaga

Pants, Earings céline 
Boots vintage
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Left. Bodysuit dolce & gabbana

Top, Jacket vintage 
Earrings céline

Above. Top, Coat shakuhachi

Pants, Earrings céline

Right. Top, Pants, Earrings céline
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Above. Top, Coat shakuhachi

Pants, Earrings céline

Left. Top, Coat shakuhachi 
Pants, Earrings céline

Right. Pants, Earrings céline
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explore teeth Magazine online
teethmag.net

facebook 
@TeethMag

instagram 
@TeethMag

tumblr 
 TeethMagazine

twitter 
@Teeth_Mag

soundcloud 
/TeethMag

pinterest 
/TeethMag

Stay up-to-date with killer content

By tyler spanglerBy dinosaraus
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WHILE SOME 
PEOPLE PREFER 

TO CONFORM TO 
THE INDUSTRIES 

STANDARD, WE VALUE 
THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF BEING OUT-OF-

THE-ORDINARY. 
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